A. Objectives: Learn the definitions and be able to apply them in a story.

B. Instruction: You must use at least 15 of the following words in either a Thanksgiving or Christmas Story. Your story must be at least 1½ pages long and have a cover page decorated to coordinate your story. Your story must make sense and be school appropriate (you can not just put words anywhere). For all the words you use you need to attach a sheet with their definitions. (All words may be looked up in the Algebra 1 textbook, if not there, go to a dictionary or internet). List of words: angle, area, average, boundary, conjunction, converse, degree, difference, divisible, division, endpoint, event, exponent, factor, formula, fraction, function, median, origin, percent, perimeter, quadrant, ray, relation, variable

C. Assessment: 5 points per word used including definition
   10 points for cover page
   15 points for story making sense and spelling
   Total 100 points which counts 3 times
   NO late papers accepted!
   AUTOMATIC ZERO FOR NOT SCHOOL APPROPRIATE

D. Modifications/Accommodations: Take into consideration spelling and writing of the story if they have an IEP or Special Ed. Modifications.

E. Reflection: I gave my students bonus points for using extra words in their story and for reading the story out loud to the class.